Arctic Adventurer
Scholarship

This summer, head to the Arctic with the Climate One Arctic Adventurer Scholarship!
Climate One at the Commonwealth Club is offering an incredible opportunity to a deserving Bay Area high
school student to travel to the Arctic on a full scholarship. For the last nine years, we have partnered with youth
travel organizations to support students adventuring to the top of the world. This year, we are pleased to offer
a scholarship opportunity to join a New York Times Student Journey to Iceland, where students will spend two
weeks exploring energy and climate change at the arctic circle. The goal of the Arctic Adventure Scholarship is
to ensure the next generation has an opportunity to develop a deep understanding of climate change and its
impacts on one of the most important and vulnerable parts of the planet.
Eligibility
In order to be eligible for this Climate
One scholarship, you must be in
high school at the time of application
(including students who expect to
graduate this spring). Applicants are
required to attend the upcoming
Climate One event, “Me vs. We: What
Matters Most for Climate Action?”
on February 26 at 6:30 pm, 110 The
Embarcadero in San Francisco.

“When I look where I am right now in the Arctic,
I feel like this is the place I want to spend my
whole life trying to save.”
-Paloma Siegel
2016 Climate One Arctic Adventurer

Timeline
Application deadline is March 15, 2020. Please note that in addition to event attendance, the official
application includes two short essay questions and two teacher reference forms, so we recommend reviewing
the application requirements and getting started as soon as possible.
Application Review Process
To be eligible for the Climate One scholarship, students must apply directly and be admitted to the New York
Times Student Journey to Iceland. Selection of the scholarship recipient is determined by Climate One. See
detailed instructions below.

New York Times Student Journeys
Arctic trip dates: Jul 2–16 or Jul 16–30 2020

Click here to apply. Application requirements include:
• Two completed Teacher Reference Forms
• A signed 2020 New York Times Student Journeys Agreement Form
• Attendance at Climate One’s February 26 event,
Scholarship covers the full New York Times Student Journeys tuition of $8,290, and the flights between the Bay Area
and the “gateway city” where the journey will begin.

Contact Kelli Pennington, Director of Engagement, with questions:
kpennington@commonwealthclub.org

